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How A Charitable Remainder Trust Works
A Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRT) is a great way to liquidate
highly appreciated property (real estate, stocks, etc.) without
paying capital gains tax on the sale of the asset.

Income Beneficiaires
CRT provides income stream to you
for your lifetime (or you children)

You

You (settlor/donor) give
property to the CRT

CRT

STEP 1: A settlor (donor) creates the CRT and gives
appreciated property to the trust. The settlor receives
an immediate income tax deduction for the remainder
value of the gift (the part that goes to charity).
STEP 2: The CRT can sell the appreciated assets
without capital gains tax (because it is a charitable
entity). The CRT then invests the sale proceeds. The
invested assets grow in the CRT with deferred taxes
(because it is a charitable entity).

Remainder Beneficiaires
After all income beneficiaries
pass away, the remainder goes
to a charity (at least 10%) that
you select

STEP 3: The CRT pays the income beneficiaries
(usually the donor) an income stream for a fixed
number of years (up to 20 years).
STEP 4: After the term expires, the remaining assets
are distributed to charities that are chosen by the
settlor.

TYPES OF CRTs
UNITRUST

ANNUITY

--The donor receives a fixed percentage of the trust assets
redetermined each year.
--Donor may make additional contributions to the trust.
--This type of CRT can provide the donor with additional
distributions if investments appreciate highly, but can also reduce
distribution amount is investments depreciate.

--The donor receives a fixed dollar of the trust assets.
--Donor may not make additional contributions to the trust.
--With this type of CRT, the donor does not share in any additional
trust appreciation, but is not affected by any trust depreciation.

